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Unwrap Winter
Energy Savings
by Amber Bentley, NRECA’s Straight Talk
an Energy Wise feature

The holidays are upon us! It’s that special time of year when we spend a
great deal of time with friends and family, either in the kitchen or out and about
shopping. As you find yourself wrapped up in the holiday excitement, ECI REC
reminds you of a few ways to be energy efficient this busy time of year.
Cooking efficiently

• Be kind to your oven. Every time
you open the oven door to check
on that dish, the temperature
inside is reduced by as much as 25
degrees. This forces the oven to use
more energy in order to get back to
the proper cooking temperature.
Try keeping the door closed as
much as possible. Also, remember
to take advantage of residual heat
for the last five to 10 minutes
of baking time. If you’re using
a ceramic or glass dish, you can
typically set your oven 25 degrees
lower than stated, since these items
hold more heat than metal pans.
• The metal reflectors under your
stovetop burners should always be
clean. If not, this will prevent your
stove from working as effectively as
it should.
• Try using your slow cooker,
microwave, toaster oven, or
warming plate more often. This
will result in substantial energy
savings.
Home efficiency

Efficient shopping

• Purchase LED holiday lights. A
string of traditional lights uses
36 watts of power and a string of
LED lights only uses 5 watts. They
can even last up to 10 times longer!
• Ask for ENERGY STAR®-rated
TVs and appliances. This will save
you a lot of power use because the
standby-mode is lower and the
device will use less energy overall.
• Combine errands to reduce the
number of small trips. Several
short trips in the winter can use
twice as much fuel as one longer
trip covering the same distance as
all of the shorter ones.

The shared mission of EastCentral Iowa REC and Central Iowa
Power Cooperative (CIPCO—ECI
REC’s energy provider) is to improve
the quality of life for Iowans by delivering safe, reliable, and affordable
electricity. At CIPCO, we strive to
provide high-quality electric power
to our membership at the lowest
possible long-term cost.
As a state-of-the-art energy provider, we are meeting our members’
needs with a diverse fuel mix of
coal, nuclear, hydro, wind, landfill
gas generation, natural gas, and oil
energy resources. Facing increased
pressure to reduce carbon emissions, CIPCO proactively works to
invest in new electric generation
resources to create a balanced
and diverse energy portfolio. Today,
60% of CIPCO’s energy is generated
from carbon-free and emissionsfree resources, minimizing the
impact to our environment; this is
compared to an average of 26% for
the Midwest region. By purchasing
renewable energy, CIPCO enables
its member systems to offer green
energy options. Up to 95% of the
power CIPCO provides to its members is generated in Iowa. In this
pursuit, CIPCO maintains a portfolio of generation resources which
emphasizes ownership of production assets supplemented by market
purchases.
These strategic investments
position CIPCO to reduce our risk
exposure and minimize the cost
impacts for our membership. We
also limit market exposure with approximately 90% of our electricity
coming from owned units and longterm contracts. Our focus remains
on running the business and doing
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Being energy efficient is usually
not top priority when celebrating the
holidays. Prevent your post-holiday
shock this year by thinking creatively
and remembering all of these tips!

by Allen Albers, ECI REC
Representative on CIPCO
Board of Directors
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• Open your curtains during the
day to allow sunlight to naturally
heat your home, and close them at
night to reduce the chill from cold
windows.
• Find and seal all air leaks. Check
areas near pipes, gaps around
chimneys, cracks near doors and

windows, and any unfinished
places.
• Maintain your heating system.
Schedule services for your heating
system before it gets too cold to
find out what maintenance you
may need to keep your system
operating efficiently.
• When you are not using an
appliance or an electronic, unplug
it to save energy. Power strips are
definitely a good investment for
your home.

Diverse Energy
Portfolio Ensures
Reliability and
Price Stability

our best to maintain long-term
rate stability in the midst of a
changing regulatory environment.
Generation ownership and
resource diversity are two key
strategies for delivering reliability and price stability as we continue to invest in new technology
and renewable energy production. CIPCO is well positioned to
deliver safe, reliable, and affordable electricity to our members
now and well into the future.
We believe energy policy must
be based on a balanced, commonsense approach that ensures
consistent, maintained, adequate
levels of electric power supply and
a reliable transmission system
to move power to our members’
distribution points.

High School Seniors: Bank Bucks for College
a Community Connected message from ECI REC

ECI REC has distributed over 115
scholarships to graduating high school
seniors since 2007 through its Scholarship Program. In 2015, the Cooperative
will award up to ten students $1,000
scholarships to continue their education
in college in any field. Up to two $1,000
scholarships are offered to students who
are accepted to and attend the Powerline
Technology Program at Northwest Iowa
Community College.
“Concern for the community is one of
the principles our Cooperative is built on,”

said ECI REC CEO Steve Marlow. “Investing
in the education of our youth is an investment in the future of our communities.”
To be eligible for scholarships,
students must have parents or legal
guardians who are members of ECI REC.
Applications can be downloaded from
ecirec.coop. Look for the scholarship button on the lower left of the home page.
Deadline for application is March 4. If
you have further questions, email us at
scholarships@ecirec.coop or phone us
toll free at 877-850-4343.

CIPCO Sources of Energy 2013
Natural Gas
0.5%
Nuclear
35.0%

Coal
39.5%

Wind/Hydro
25.0%
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The consumer service team: Molly Cook, Holly Cashman, Robin Moore, and Kelly Pohlmann.

Forward-Thinking ECI REC Consumer
Service Team Receives National Recognition
by Lisa Franck, manager of communications, ECI REC | a Cooperative Difference article

The ECI REC Consumer Service Department was recently recognized by National Information Solutions Cooperative (NISC) with a Service Excellence in Process - Honorable Mention award for a new, streamlined member application process.
ECI REC partners with NISC for integrated IT solutions for billing, accounting,
engineering, and operations. The honor was presented to Consumer Service Supervisor Kelly Pohlmann and Consumer Service Representative Robin Moore at the
NISC Member Information Conference. Awards were given in just three categories,
with one winner and one honorable mention in each.
“We were encouraged to enter our project by our NISC representative, who
noted our group was progressive and forward-thinking,” said Pohlmann. “Of course
we appreciated the kind words, and it was an honor—and a complete surprise—to
be recognized in front of approximately 1,000 other utility-industry colleagues from
across the country.” NISC works with utility cooperatives and telecommunications
companies across the nation.
The new membership application, which is automatically generated once a
consumer service team member creates a new member within the system, can be
emailed or printed and mailed. Pohlmann worked closely with NISC to integrate
aspects such as the new member letters and to establish an efficient work flow for the
CSR team. The application and letter even pull in member-specific data.
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